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Background: Pituitary neuroendocrinology tumors (PitNETs) with pseudocapsule 
can be effectively removed by the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique. In the areas without pseudocapsule, the tumor cells can spread 
into the adjacent tissues at the cellular level, which brings a great challenge to 
achieving total tumor resection.

Methods: Our surgical strategy for PitNETs with an incomplete pseudocapsule 
is to combine the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection technique with 
the intensive excision technique for the removal of the tumor. Specifically, the 
pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection technique is applied in the areas 
with pseudocapsule, while in the areas without pseudocapsule, the intensive 
excision technique bounded by adjacent normal structures is adopted. Moreover, 
a pathological examination was performed to determine the situations of 
pseudocapsule and tumor cell remnant.

Results: All growth hormone-secreting PitNETs achieved biochemical remission 
after surgery. There was no deterioration of pituitary functions postoperatively, 
and the preoperative hypopituitarism had improved in all patients postoperatively. 
In total, two cases suffered a transient diabetes insipidus, and intraoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage was observed in two cases but no postoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage in all cases. There was no recurrence during the 
follow-up. The fragmental pseudocapsule and small tumor remnants were found 
in the majority of suspicious tissues by histological staining.

Conclusion: The effectiveness and safety of the surgical strategy were preliminarily 
explored for removing PitNETs without incomplete pseudocapsules. In overview, 
the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection technique is applied in areas 
with pseudocapsule, while the intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal 
structures is adopted in other areas.
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Introduction

Endoscopy can provide a clear panoramic field of view and high-
brightness lighting and observe hidden corners through angle lenses. 
Therefore, there is an increasing trend toward endoscopic endonasal 
surgery (EES) for pituitary neuroendocrinology tumor (PitNET) 
treatment (1–3). Current research suggests that the membranous 
layers surrounding a PitNET generally include the dural envelope, 
pituitary capsule, and pseudocapsule (4–6). The pseudocapsule is 
developed by a PitNET gradually compressing the adjacent normal 
pituitary gland and is not a true tumor capsule (6). According to the 
presence and degree of development of a pseudocapsule, PitNETs can 
be  divided into three types: complete pseudocapsule, incomplete 
pseudocapsule, and no pseudocapsule. Moreover, Chen et  al. 
discovered PitNETs with incomplete pseudocapsule are more 
common than complete pseudocapsule ones (7). For PitNETs without 
pseudocapsule, tumors were usually removed in a piecemeal fashion 
similar to internal decompression (8). For PitNETs with complete 
pseudocapsule, the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique has been recommended to achieve total tumor resection 
and maximize the prognosis effectiveness (9, 10). Unfortunately, this 
surgical technique is not available for the gross total resection of 
PitNETs with incomplete pseudocapsule. The previous literature 
reported that the tumor cells of PitNETs with incomplete 
pseudocapsule can spread into the adjacent tissues at the cellular level 
(11). There is no consensus on whether and how to remove the 
suspicious tissues of no pseudocapsule regions. In 2019, Nagata et al. 
suggested that the pituitary gland should be peeled-off after selective 
adenomectomy to remove a small tumor cell remnant in the adjacent 
pituitary gland (12), while some authors believe that resection without 
compromising pituitary function is imperative for patients, which is 
beneficial to the ultimate health outcome (13). In this study, we report 
10 cases of PitNETs with incomplete pseudocapsule treated by EES 
and aim to analyze the efficacy and significance of the surgical strategy, 
that is, to use the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique in the areas with pseudocapsule, while in other areas, the 
intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal structures is adopted.

Methods

Patients

In a retrospective review of 10 patients with PitNETs, seven cases 
of non-functioning PitNETs and three cases of growth hormone 
(GH)-secreting PitNETs underwent EES from August 2019 to May 
2020. According to the relationship between tumor and cavernous 
sinus (knosp grade), PitNETs are divided into grade 0, grade 1, grade 
2, grade 3, and grade 4 (14). Generally, grade 3 and grade 4 PitNETs 
were considered to be invasive. Meanwhile, all patients underwent a 
standard preoperative hormone examination to confirm the 
preoperative clinical diagnosis and evaluate the preoperative anterior 
pituitary function based on published guidelines (15). In particular, 
the postoperative evaluation of GH-secreting PitNETs is very 
important, whose postoperative biochemical remission is defined as a 
random postoperative serum GH level of <1 μg/L (16). All patients 
underwent hormone examination at least 3 days, 1–2 weeks, 3 months, 
and one time per year thereafter to comprehensively evaluate the early 

and long-term pituitary function. Gross total tumor resection is 
defined as no residual tumor under intraoperative neuroendoscopy 
and a complete absence of abnormal enhancement on postoperative 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Furthermore, the evaluation of 
postoperative complications included cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
leakage and diabetes insipidus (DI).

Surgical treatment

For the removal of PitNETs with an incomplete pseudocapsule, 
the surgical strategy applies the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular 
resection technique in the areas with pseudocapsule while it adopts 
the intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal structures in other 
areas (Supplementary Video S1). Under general anesthesia by 
endotracheal intubation, the patient was positioned supine with the 
head tilted slightly to the right. Under the guidance of an endoscope, 
the middle turbinate was removed to expose the right sphenoid sinus 
opening, and the bones covering the surfaces of the sellae were 
resected to reveal the dura mater. It is critical for the removal of 
PitNETs to identify and utilize the membranous layers surrounding 
the tumor, including the dural envelope, pituitary capsule, and 
pseudocapsule. Then, the dura mater was opened widely, while the 
integrity of the anterior pituitary surface (pituitary capsule) cannot 
be destroyed. Then, the pituitary capsule would be opened in the area 
where the pituitary becomes thinner and disappears. In the process of 
opening the pituitary capsule, the possible pseudocapsule under it 
should not be  destroyed as much as possible. Then, the anterior 
surface of the tumor was inspected thoroughly to identify whether 
there was a pseudocapsule. When a pseudocapsule of a tumor is 
identified intraoperatively, the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular 
resection technique will be applied. First, it was tried to patiently 
separate along the outside part of the pseudocapsule to establish a 
surgical dissection plane (Figure  1A). For the plane can expand 
smoothly, the pseudocapsule was then opened in the central portion 
of the exposed tumor (Figure 1B) to remove the central portion of the 
tumor (Figure 1C) and left with enough thick margin to maintain 
adequate integrity to the dissection plane. Then, it was continued to 
patiently expand the surgical dissection plane and remove the 
remaining tumor shell (Figure 1D). While in the areas without an 
identifiable pseudocapsule, pseudocapsule-based extracapsular 
resection cannot be achieved. In this situation, we performed intensive 
excision with a dissector, blunt ring curette, and aspirator bounded by 
adjacent normal structures, including the pituitary gland and the 
dural envelope, to aggressively remove the possible residual tumor 
cells (Figure 2). In detail, intensive excision bounded by the dural 
envelope is illustrated through case 2 (Figures  2A–E). When 
separating the top of the tumor, the surgical plane was interrupted 
because of the absence of an identifiable pseudocapsule (Figure 2A). 
Moreover, there was a lack of a recognizable pituitary gland between 
the tumor tissue and the pituitary capsule. Then, the new surgical 
plane was established between the pituitary capsule and the 
diaphragma sellae to peel off the tumor tissues together with the 
pituitary capsule, which is similar to the extracapsular resection 
described by Chacko et al. (17) (Figure 2B). Noteworthily, we only 
circumferentially removed a part of the pituitary capsule in these areas 
lacking an identifiable pseudocapsule and pituitary gland 
(Figures 2C,D). The intensive excision was performed to remove the 
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tumor tissues close to the pituitary gland using a blunt ring curette, 
and the pituitary gland was preserved in the end (Figure 2E). Intensive 
excision bounded by the pituitary gland is illustrated by case 8 
(Figures 2F–H). There was no identifiable pseudocapsule at the top of 
the tumor (Figure 2F), but the pituitary gland was detected beneath 
the tumor by surgical exploration and preoperative imaging. Then, the 
tumor tissues were intensively scraped away bounded by the pituitary 
gland with a blunt ring curette (Figure 2G). We do not peel off the 
pituitary gland and avoid too many invasive manipulations of the 
pituitary gland. The majority of the pituitary gland was preserved in 
the end (Figure 2H). Finally, the skull base was repaired with the 
common strategies of using a vascular nasal septal mucosal flap, 
gelatin sponge, or an artificial dura mater.

Pathological examinations

Surgically resected tumor tissues were evaluated by routine 
pathological and immunohistochemical examination. 
Immunohistochemical localization of transcription factors was 
carried out, including pituitary transcription factor-1 (PIT-1), 
steroidogenic factor-1 (SF-1), and pituitary-restricted transcription 
factor (TPIT). A set of hormone immunostains was used to localize 
growth hormone (GH), adrenocorticotropin (ACTH), prolactin 
(PRL), thyrotropin (TSH), follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), and 
luteinizing hormone (LH). In addition, a histological examination of 
these suspicious tissues was also performed using hematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) and reticulin staining, which not only evaluated whether 

FIGURE 1

Endoscopic intraoperative views in the areas with pseudocapsule. (A) The surgical dissection plane was being established; the opened dura mater 
(black arrow) and the opened pituitary capsule (white arrow). (B) The pseudocapsule (white arrow) was being opened. (C) Internal decompression of 
tumor. (D) The remaining tumor shell was removed (white asterisk).

FIGURE 2

Endoscopic intraoperative views in the areas without pseudocapsule. (A–E) Intensive excision bounded by the dural envelope illustrated through case 
2. (A) There was no pseudocapsule between the tumor tissue (black asterisk) and the pituitary capsule (white arrow). (B) The surgical plan established 
between the pituitary capsule (white arrow) and the diaphragma sellae (black arrow). (C) An incision (white circle) was made in the pituitary capsule to 
control the extent of the pituitary capsule-based extracapsular resection. (D) The tumor tissues and pituitary capsule (white asterisk) peeled off from 
the diaphragma sellae (black asterisk). (E) After intensive excision, the pituitary gland (white asterisk) on the left side was preserved. (F–H) Intensive 
excision bounded by the pituitary gland illustrated by case 8. (F) No pseudocapsule was detected (white circle). (G) The tumor tissues (white arrow) 
were removed, bounded by the pituitary gland. (H) The pituitary gland (white asterisk) was preserved.
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they contained residual tumor cells but also detected whether they 
existed histological evidence of pseudocapsule.

Results

Patient and tumor characteristics

Table 1 shows the preoperative conditions of these cases, including 
age, sex, hormonal type, maximum tumor diameter, Knosp grade, and 
clinical symptoms. The patient’s ages ranged from 33 to 64 years, 
including five men and five women. There are three GH-secreting 
PitNETs and seven non-functioning PitNETs. According to 
preoperative MRI, all tumors belong to non-invasive PitNETs. They 
complained mainly of visual impairment and headaches. In total, two 
patients preoperatively showed partial anterior pituitary dysfunction, 
including one patient with GH deficiency and one patient with 
hypothyroidism, and one patient also showed some acromegalic 
features, including the lengthening of the face and enlargement of the 
nose, lips, and interphalangeal joints.

Surgical outcomes

The postoperative characteristics of all patients are shown in 
Table 2. In all cases, no residual tumor was detected on postoperative 
MRI, and gross total tumor resections were achieved. Only two of 10 
patients experienced intraoperative CSF leakage, and there was no 
postoperative CSF leakage in all patients. In total, two patients suffered 
transient DI after EES, but none developed permanent diabetes 
insipidus at subsequent follow-ups. Postoperative biochemical 
remission was achieved in all three somatotroph tumors during the 
follow-up period. There was no deterioration of pituitary functions 
postoperatively in all 10 cases. The overall mean follow-up period was 
29 months (ranging from 24 to 37 months). At the last follow-up, the 
patients with preoperative hypopituitarism had improved 
postoperatively. There was no recurrence during the follow-up period.

Pathological features

The preoperative clinical diagnosis of all patients was confirmed 
by pathological examination including three somatotroph tumors and 
seven gonadotroph tumors (Table  3). The pseudocapsule and the 
suspicious tissues were also examined by H&E and reticulin staining. 
The histopathology revealed that the pseudocapsules were composed 
of fibroblasts, collagen fibers, and tumor cells on a background of 
myxoid materials (Figures 3A–E). By using reticulin staining, clusters 
of tumor cells were clearly identified in the pseudocapsule (Figure 3E). 
The pathology of the suspicious tissues showed that tumor cells were 
detected in all 10 specimens, of which seven samples were composed 
of fragmentary collagen fibers and tumor cells, two cases consist of the 
pituitary tissue and tumor cells, and one case was formed from 
fragmentary collagen fibers, tumor cells, and the pituitary tissue 
(Table 3). The fragmental pseudocapsule and small tumor remnants 
were found in the majority of suspicious tissues by histological 
staining (Figures 3F–I).

Discussion

The discovery and development of the pseudocapsule represent an 
important advance in EES for PitNETs. In 1936, the histological capsule 
surrounding the PitNETs was first observed by Costello at autopsy, and 
the term “pseudocapsule” was first proposed (18). In 2005, Kawamata 
et  al. described the border between pituitary adenoma and the 
surrounding normal pituitary tissue as a “microsurgical pseudocapsule” 
and suggested that its intensive resection is essential (19). Later, in 
2006, the term “surgical capsule of the adenoma” was used to describe 
the histological pseudocapsule between the tumor and the normal 
pituitary gland by Oldfield and Vortmeyer (20). In addition, laws also 
used the term “pituitary tumor capsule” to describe the pseudocapsule 
(21). Although the terms used to describe the boundary between the 
adenoma and the normal gland are not standardized, the knowledge of 
the pseudocapsule first described by Costello has been widely 
recognized. As for the histopathology of the pseudocapsule, Oldfield 

TABLE 1 Preoperative characteristics of 10 patients.

No. Age /Sex Hormonal type Maximum tumor 
diameter (mm)

Knosp grade Clinical symptoms

1 50/M NF 21 1 Visual impairment, headache

2 52/F NF 23 2 Visual impairment, headache

3 37/F GH 19 0 Headache

4 60/F NF 20 0
Visual impairment, headache, 

GH deficiency

5 35/M NF 17 1 Visual impairment, headache

6 44/M NF 23 2 Visual impairment, headache

7 33/M NF 16 0 Visual impairment, Headache

8 56/F GH 16 0
Headache, acromegalic 

features

9 61/F GH 14 0 Headache

10 64/M NF 21 0
Visual impairment, headache, 

hypothyroidism

M, male; F, female; NF, non-functioning; GH, growth hormone.
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and Vortmeyer (20) demonstrated that the pseudocapsule was formed 
by several compressed layers of pituitary acini and their reticulin 
envelope. Further studies revealed that the pseudocapsule consisted of 
fibroblasts, collagen fibers, and small cell clusters (22–24). According 
to reports, the pseudocapsule may also appear yellowish in color or 
transparent during surgery and may have a hard texture (25). Therefore, 
the pseudocapsule is developed by the gradual pressure of the tumor 
on the adjacent normal pituitary gland. According to previous studies, 
the pseudocapsule was only found in approximately 50% of PitNETs, 
and many of them are incomplete (26, 27). As for the relationship 

between the pseudocapsule and tumor size, Costello (18) suggested 
that the pseudocapsules in smaller PitNETs tended to be complete, 
while most pseudocapsules in larger tumors might be discontinuous 
or disrupted. Similarly, Oldfield and Vortmeyer (20) found that the 
pseudocapsules are easier to be detected in the PitNETs of 2–3 mm in 
size. Therefore, the formation and development of pseudocapsules are 
related to tumor size but not positively related. When the PitNET is 
small, the tumor just began to compress the adjacent normal pituitary 
tissue without pseudocapsule. As the tumor enlarged in size, the 
surrounding normal pituitary gland was gradually compressed, and a 

TABLE 2 Postoperative characteristics of 10 patients.

No. EOR Intraop. 
CSF 
leakage

Postop. 
CSF 
leakage

Transient 
DI

Biochemical 
remission

Pituitary 
function

Follow-up 
(months)

Recurrence

1 GTR Yes No No / / 24 No

2 GTR No No Yes / / 37 No

3 GTR No No No yes / 36 No

4 GTR No No No / Improved 24 No

5 GTR No No No / / 25 No

6 GTR Yes No No / / 36 No

7 GTR No No No / / 24 No

8 GTR No No No Yes / 36 No

9 GTR No No No Yes / 24 No

10 GTR No No Yes / Improved 24 No

EOR, extent of resection; GTR, gross total resection; Intraop., intraoperative; postop., postoperative; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; DI, diabetes insipidus.

TABLE 3 Pathological types of tumors and pathological components of suspicious tissues.

No Immunohistochemistry Pathological types Pathological components

Tumor cells Pituitary tissue Collagen fibers

1 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(+), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + + −

2 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(+), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

3 PIT-1(+), TPIT(−), SF1(−), GH(+), 

ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−), FSH(−), LH(−)

Somatotroph tumor + + −

4 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(−), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

5 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(+), LH(+), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

6 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(+), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

7 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(−), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

8 PIT-1(+), TPIT(−), SF1(−), GH(+), 

ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−), FSH(−), LH(−)

Somatotroph tumor + − +

9 PIT-1(+), TPIT(−), SF1(−), GH(+), 

ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−), FSH(−), LH(−)

Somatotroph tumor + + +

10 SF1(+), PIT-1(−), TPIT(−), FSH(−), LH(−), 

GH(−), ACTH(−), PRL(−), TSH(−)

Gonadotroph tumor + − +

SF-1, steroidogenic factor-1; PIT-1, pituitary transcription factor-1; TPIT, pituitary-restricted transcription factor; GH, growth hormone; ACTH, adrenocorticotropin; PRL, prolactin; TSH, 
thyrotropin; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; LH, luteinizing hormone; +, exist; −, not exist.
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relatively obvious membranous tissue was produced around the tumor, 
forming the pseudocapsule. When the tumor grows further, the 
pseudocapsule will be invaded and destroyed becoming incomplete. In 
addition, the presence of a pseudocapsule may be  related to the 
endocrine functions of PitNETs. Lee et  al. (22) found that the 
pseudocapsule existed in 70.9% of PRL-secreting PitNETs, 55.0% of 
GH-secreting ones, 40.0% of ACTH-secreting ones, and in 50.7% of 
non-functioning tumors. Consequently, the incidence of 
pseudocapsules depends on whether the PitNETs are functional or 
non-functional, as well as the endocrinological types of the tumors. In 
addition, pseudocapsule has also been reported to be associated with 
the biological behavior and tumor apoplexy of PitNETs (6, 28). In 
consequence, the pseudocapsule is formed by the pressure of the 
PitNET on the surrounding pituitary gland and can serve as the 
boundary between the tumor and the normal pituitary tissue. 
Therefore, the pseudocapsule can be employed as a surgical dissection 
plane for removing the tumor while protecting the normal tissue. In 
2006, Oldfield and Vortmeyer (20) first tried to dissect the 
pseudocapsule around the tumor to remove the PitNETs and described 
the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection technique in detail 
with surgical illustrations. This approach has been widely recognized 
and used by neurosurgeons for the PitNETs with pseudocapsule, which 
can completely remove the tumor and obtain excellent surgical 
outcomes (29–31). However, for PitNETs with incomplete 
pseudocapsule, there is no consensus on whether and how to remove 

the suspicious tissue in the regions without pseudocapsule. Before the 
pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection technique was developed, 
there were two other types of extracapsular resection approaches to 
achieve complete tumor resection: one, initially developed by 
Wrightson (32), was the removal of the tumor and its covering 
(including the pituitary capsule, the pseudocapsule, and the dura 
mater) and the other approach was described by Molitch (16), in which 
both the tumor and the pituitary capsule are removed while keeping 
the dura mater, and dissection is performed in a plane between the 
dura and the pituitary capsule. Nagata et al. (11) performed a peel-off 
resection of the pituitary gland after selective adenomectomy to 
remove a small tumor cell remnant in the adjacent pituitary and 
maximize the effectiveness of EES with a minimal impact on 
postoperative pituitary function. In this study, we  performed an 
intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal structures to remove 
the suspicious tissue in the areas without pseudocapsule, where 
residual tumor cells may be present. The greatest concern in performing 
the intensive excision is its impact on pituitary functions. It is 
undeniable that the removal of part of the pituitary capsule will 
inevitably remove some residual pituitary acini (16). In our study, in 
fact, the compressed acinar architectures of the pituitary gland were 
detected in the pathological examination of the suspicious tissues 
removed by the intensive excision, but the majority of the pituitary 
gland was preserved in this study. For the intensive excision adjacent 
to the pituitary gland, we only remove the identifiable tumor tissues 

FIGURE 3

Histopathology of pseudocapsules and the suspicious tissues. (A) A thick pseudocapsule (black asterisk) and tumor cell mass (white circle) were 
detected by H&E staining. (B) With higher magnification, the boundary between the tumor cell mass and the pseudocapsule is unclear. (C) H&E 
staining indicated a thin connective tissue as a pseudocapsule (black asterisk). (D) Reticulin staining also showed thin pseudocapsule (white asterisk). 
(E) A higher magnification exhibited the clusters of tumor cells (white asterisk) in the pseudocapsule. (F–I) The fragmentary pseudocapsule (white 
asterisk) and tumor cells (white arrow) in the suspicious tissues were identified (F, H&E staining; G–I, reticulin staining).
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with a blunt ring curette. Although we advocate the intensive excision 
for suspicious tissues in order to remove potential tumor cells, we do 
not peel off the pituitary gland and also avoid too many invasive 
manipulations of the identifiable pituitary gland for the protection of 
pituitary function. Indeed, there was no permanent deterioration of 
pituitary functions postoperatively in this series, and only two cases 
suffered postoperative transient DI. Furthermore, preoperative 
hypopituitarism was improved postoperatively in all patients. In 
addition, because removing the suspicious tissue in without 
pseudocapsule areas is more aggressive, the risk of CSF leakage may 
be greater. According to previous studies, the EES is associated with an 
intraoperative cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage rate of 20–60% (33, 
34) and postoperative leakage rates of 3–15.9% (35, 36). In our surgical 
series, two cases experienced intraoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage 
and no postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage in all patients. The 
previous study has demonstrated that clusters of tumor cells can spread 
into pseudocapsule at the cellular level (21–23). Noteworthily, in our 
study, the histopathology of the pseudocapsule revealed that the tumor 
was partially infiltrated in the pseudocapsule. Therefore, all identifiable 
pseudocapsules were removed by the pseudocapsule-based 
extracapsular resection technique. In the areas without pseudocapsule, 
the tumor cells even invade adjacent tissues, which may lead to tumor 
recurrence (10, 11). Hence, in these situations, we applied intensive 
excision bounded by the adjacent normal structures to remove the 
suspicious tissues in order to remove all potential tumor cells, minimize 
the risk of PitNETs recurrence, and improve postoperative efficacy. In 
this study, the fragmental pseudocapsule and small tumor remnants 
were detected in the majority of these suspicious tissues by histological 
staining. Therefore, the intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal 
structures to remove the suspicious tissue in without pseudocapsule 

areas is an effective and safe surgical strategy for the treatment of 
PitNETs with incomplete pseudocapsule. However, the limitations of 
this study are the relatively small sample size. This surgical strategy will 
continue to be explored by our team in future studies in order to obtain 
more evidence of its effectiveness.

Illustrative cases

Case 2
A 52-year-old female patient was admitted to our hospital and 

presented with a headache and visual impairment. On general physical 
examination, there were no other remarkable symptoms. The 
endocrinological assessments also disclosed a normal pituitary function. 
MRI revealed a sellar mass of 2.1 × 1.5 × 2.3 cm which had an elliptical 
boundary and pushed the optic chiasma to the upward side 
(Figures 4A,B). In consequence, a clinical diagnosis of non-functioning 
PitNET was made, belonging to grade 2 on Knosp grade. The tumor was 
then resected by EES. When a pseudocapsule is identified 
intraoperatively, the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique will be applied. While in the areas without pseudocapsule, 
we applied intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal structures to 
remove all potential tumor cells. Pathologically, a gonadotroph tumor 
was confirmed, and the fragmental pseudocapsule and small tumor 
remnants were found in the suspicious tissues. Postoperative MRI, 
3 months later, revealed that gross total resection of the lesion had been 
achieved (Figures 4C,D). There were no intraoperative complications, 
but she experienced transient DI after ETSS. Fortunately, she did not turn 
into permanent DI at subsequent follow-up. Moreover, she had good 
headache relief, and her vision improved during the follow-up.

FIGURE 4

Preoperative and postoperative T1 MR images. (A–D) Patient No. 2, preoperative sagittal (A) and coronal (B) images showing a PitNET, Knosp grade 2. 
Three-month postoperative sagittal (C) and coronal (D) images showing GTR. (E–H) Patient No. 8, preoperative sagittal (E) and coronal (F) images 
showing a PitNET, Knosp grade 0. Three-month postoperative sagittal (C) and coronal (D) images showing GTR.
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Case 8
A 56-year-old female patient was admitted to our hospital and 

presented with intermittent headaches. A general physical 
examination revealed lengthening of the face and enlargement of the 
nose, lips, and interphalangeal joints. The endocrinological 
assessments disclosed a high-level GH of 24.77 ng/mL and IGF-1 of 
436.91 ng/mL. Other adenohypophysial hormones were within the 
normal range. MRI revealed a sellar mass of 1.6 × 1.2 × 1.1 cm 
(Figures 4E,F). In consequence, a clinical diagnosis of GH-secreting 
PitNETs was made, belonging to grade 0 on Knosp grade. Then, the 
tumor was resected by the EES. When a pseudocapsule is identified 
intraoperatively, the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique will be applied. While in the areas without pseudocapsule, 
we applied intensive excision bounded by adjacent normal structures 
to remove all potential tumor cells. Pathologically, a somatotroph 
tumor was confirmed, and the fragmental pseudocapsule and small 
tumor remnants were found in the suspicious tissues. The patient’s 
serum GH level returned to normal 3 days after the operation. 
Postoperative MRI, 3 months later, confirmed the gross total resection 
of the tumor had been achieved (Figures  4G,H). There were no 
intraoperative or postoperative complications. Moreover, she had 
good headache relief, and her vision improved during the follow-up.

Conclusion

We preliminarily explored the effectiveness and safety of the 
surgical strategy for the removal of the PitNETs without incomplete 
pseudocapsule. In overview, all identifiable pseudocapsules were 
removed by the pseudocapsule-based extracapsular resection 
technique, while the intensive excision bounded by the adjacent 
normal structures was applied to remove the suspicious tissues in the 
areas without pseudocapsule.
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